
A Warning to Youth especially young women against the sin of Murder being the address of Mr. 
Justice Hardinge to Mary Morgan, convicted at Presteign Radnorshire, of murdering her female 
bastard child; on Tuesday April 11th, and who was executed on Saturday last, Bristol 1805 
Hardinge, George, 1743-1816.  

Mary Morgan upon evidence which leaves not a shade of doubt in the mind, you are 
convicted of murdering your child, a new-born infant, of your own sex, the offspring of your secret 
and vicious love; murdering it with a knife, selected as the implement of a purpose deliberately 
formed, before its destined victim came into the world.  
 Your hatred of this innocent little sufferer could not have been your motive. It never 
offended you, and was therefore no object of resentment. It is true that if the child had lived, it 
would have proved your crime in its birth; and your shame would have been the consequence of 
that proof. But was this a reason to kill and murder it? If its first cries to you (its natural parent) for 
sustenance and care made it by force your living accuser, could this be a reason to hush those cries, 
and stifle that breath (of the unconscious witness against you) with a knife that nearly severed the 
head from the neck? Had it lived, you might have lost your place; you might have lost other places; 
you might have sunk into poverty as well as into shame; but was this a reason to kill an infant? Was 
it a reason to acquire a false character, with a guilty conscience upon your pillow, & the cries of the 
murdered infant at your ear? When did this fear of shame and poverty begin? Was it an obstacle in 
the way of your criminal intercourse with your lover?  No; when you had criminal passions to 
indulge, and criminal pleasures to enjoy, you had no fear of the risk. When those passions were 
satiated, and those pleasures were accusers in their bitter fruit, then you became such a coward, 
that you have suffered you infant’s life the peace and interest of your soul here and hereafter, to 
that new born fear...You began with incontinence, criminal in itself, but full of complicated peril in its 
tendency to worse crimes. Your next guilt was, a mask to the world in the concealment of your 
pregnancy, which (besides the vicious art of the imposture) was dangerous to the child you had 
conceived. Your last crime was the murder of that child inflicted by yourself... the life that you have 
destroyed, lost its natural parent when you were its executioner, for guilt of your own – it found a 
parent in Heaven: there is not a more sacred object of that Parent’s love, (whose children we all of 
us are) than a new-born child created in his image.. she was executed at Presteign on Saturday 20th 
of April & her body delivered to the Surgeons for dissection 
 


